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Abstract: We present our first account of the complexity of natural deduction proof search algorithms.
Though we target the complexity for natural deduction for temporal logic, here we only tackle classical case,
comparing the classical part of the proof search for temporal logic with the classical analytical tableau.
Rules of Natural Deduction System.
We commence with the review of the classical part of
the natural deduction system for temporal logic [3] define
below the sets of elimination and introduction rules, and
where prefixes ‘el’ and ‘in’ abbreviate an elimination and
an introduction rule, respectively.
Elimination Rules:





) el A) B; A
B
_ el A _B; :A
B
Introduction Rules:
_ in1 AA _B _ in2
B
A _B ^ in
A; B
A ^B
) in [C]; B
C ) B : in
[C]; B; :B
:C
In ‘) in’ and ‘: in’ formula [C]must be the most recent
non discarded assumption occurring in the proof. When we
apply one of these rules on step n and discard an assump-
tion on stepm, we also discard all formulae fromm to n 1.
Searching Procedures
Searching Procedures update lists of formulae in the
proof, list of goals (list proof, list goals) or both of them.
Let ? abbreviate a dedicated goal, contradiction, and
‘Gcur’ abbreviate the current goal.
Procedure (1) simplifies structures of formulae in
list proof by an applicable elimination rule. Procedure
(2) is fired when the current goal is not reached. Here we
distinguish two subroutines. Procedure (2.1) applies when
the current goal is not reached. Analysing the structure
of the current goal we update list proof and list goals, re-
spectively, by new goals or new assumptions. Subroutines
(2.1.1)–(2.1.9) guide this process. The rules below have
structure      !  0  0 indicating that the rule mod-
ifies some given inference task     to a new inference
task  !  0  0.
(2:1:1)    ; A  ! ;:A  ; A;?
(2:1:2)    ;:A  ! ; A  ;:A;?
(2:1:3)    ; A ^B  !   ; A ^B;B;A
(2:1:4:1)    ; A _B  !   ; A _B;A
(2:1:4:2)    ; A _B  !   ; A _B;B
(2:1:5)    ; A) B ! ; A  ; A) B;B
If applying Procedure (2.1.4) we could not reach goals
A; B then we delete these goals, leaving the current goal,
A _B.
Procedure 2.2 is invoked when Gn = ?. It searches for
formulae in list proof as sources for new goals. We abbre-
viate these designated formulae as 	. The idea behind this
procedure is to search for ”missing” premises to apply a
relevant elimination rule to 	.
(2:2:1)  ;:A  ;?  ! ;:A  ;?; A
(2:2:2)  ; A _B  ;?  ! ; A _B  ;?;:A
(2:2:3)  ; A) B  ;? ! ; A) B  ;?; A
Applying the Procedure (2.2.1) we have :A in the proof
and are aiming to derive, A itself. If we are successful then
this would give us a contradiction.
When we apply Procedures (2.2.2-2.2.3), our target is to
derive formulae that being in the proof would enable us to
apply a relevant elimination rule, _el;)el.
Procedure 3 checks reachability of the current goal in
list goals. If Reached(Gn) = true then list goals=
list goals- Gn and Gcur = Gn 1.
Procedure 4 guides the application of introduction rules.
Any application of the introduction rule is completely de-
termined by the current goal in list goals. This property
of our proof searching technique protects us from infer-
ring by introduction rules an infinite number of formulae
in list proof.
Proof-Searching Algorithm [3]
Given a task ` G, we commence the algorithm by set-
ting the initial goal, G0 = G. Then for any goal Gcur, we
apply Procedure 3, to check if it is reached. If Gi is not
reached we apply Procedure 1. If Gcur is still not reached,
then Procedure 2 is invoked which updates list proof and
list goals dependent on the structure of Gcur. If Gcur is
reached, then Procedure 4 is applied. Otherwise, which
could only be in the case, when current goal is set as ?
and we do not have contradictory formulae in list proof, we
update list goals looking for possible sources of new goals
in list proof. Continuing searching we may reach the initial
goal, G0, in which case we terminate having found the de-
sired proof. Otherwise, we reach the stage when our search
cannot update list proofand list goals any further. In the
latter case we terminate, and no proof has been found and a
counterexample can be extracted.
Marking technique introduces and eliminates special
marks for formulae in list proof and list goals. Most of
these marks are devoted to prevent looping either in ap-
plication of elimination rules or in searching. In particu-
lar, we mark: formulae that were used as premisses of the
rules invoked in Procedure 1; goals A _ B in Procedure
(2.1.4); those formulae in list proof which were considered
as sources of new goals in Procedure 2.2 and these new
goals themselves to prevent looping in Procedure (2.1.1).
Let ‘last(list goals)’ return the last element of list goals,
and list goals — Gn deletes the last formula, Gn, from
list goals.
Now, based on the procedures (1)-(4) we introduce the
proof search algorithms NPCompALG.
(0) list proof(); list goals(), GO TO (1)
(1) Given a task    G0, Gcur = G0 (  6= ;)  !
(list proof =  ; list goals = G0;GO TO (2)) else
list goals = G0;GO TO (2).
(2) Procedure (3): Reached (Gcur) = true  !
list goals = list goals Gcur
(Gcur = G0)  ! GO TO (6a) else Gcur =
last(list goals) GO TO (3)
Reached (Gcur) = false  ! GO TO (4).
(3) Procedure (4): apply an introduction rule,GO TO (2).
(4) Procedure (1): elimination rules
(4a) Elimination rule is applicable, GO TO (2) else
GO TO (5).
(5) Procedure (2): update list proof and list goals based
on the structure of Gcur
(5a) Procedure (2.1): analysis of the structure of
Gcur, GO TO (2) else
(5b) Procedure (2.2): searching for the sources of new
goals in list proof), GO TO (2) else
(5c) (if all compound formulae in list proof are
marked, i.e. have been considered as sources for
new goals), GO TO (6b).
(6) Terminate (NPCompALG).
(6a) The desired ND proof has been found. EXIT,
(6b) No ND proof has been found. EXIT.
Complexity Analysis
We consider a familyn of formulas introduced by Cook
and Reckhow in [4].
n =
[
fA _ A _ : : : _A(n 1)g
Here +A = p and  A = :p are literals. One can
exemplify this family with 1 = fA;:Ag and 2 =
fA _ A+; A _ :A+;:A _ A ;:A _ :A g. Informally,
n is simply a family of all disjunctions of literals with n
disjuncts. It is clear that jnj = 2n. We will further desig-
nate each member of n with Fni (1 6 i 6 2n). Following
Cook and Reckhow, analytic tableaux can show inconsis-
tency of n in at least 2
(2
n) steps.
We follow Massacci [5] (see also the discussion about
Massacci’s paper in [2]) and assume that literals are asso-
ciated from left to right. Under these conditions Massacci
showed that analytic tableaux can prove inconsistency of
n in no more than O(2n
2
) steps which was exponentially
shorter than lower bound provided by Cook and Reckhow.








We assume that all Fni are associated and ordered arbi-
trarily in both cases.
It was shown that the proof searching algorithm for nat-
ural deduction is complete [1], i.e., that it can prove ev-
ery classical propositional tautology. The algorithm has a
remarkable property: it can delete steps of a derivation if
it finds the current goal to be unreachable. This property
means that there can be a difference between number of
steps in the resulting inference and the number of formulas
which were introduced to the inference.
The following theorems can be proved.
Theorem 1. Proof searching algorithm can prove F_ in
O(2n) steps including deleted ones.
Theorem 2. Proof searching algorithm can prove F^ in
O(n  2n) steps including deleted ones.
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